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NEED ENGRAVING?

:tober 15, 1948

PROMPT SERVICE!

NUT GLADE'

Let us print your personal cards,
business forms, envelopes, placards, circulars or programs. We
'--ye 4,•eses and over 200 styles
type.
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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory —

Number Forty Three

Fulton, Kentucky; Friday Octuber 22, 1948

Farm Bureau Drives
For New Members.;
Get-to-Gethers Set

Woodmen of World Mel Ladino Cloter Producers
Urged toAttend Meeting
For Initiation Services
Evergreen Camp No. 4 Woodmen of the World met in Fulton
October 18, in the Rainbow Room
for initiation. The following candidates were initiated into the
mysteries of woodcraft. James
and Benjamin H
McDaniel
Bonds.
The stations %-ere filled by the
regular officers.
Sovereigns from Hickman and
Dukedom, Tenn., camps attended.
Clifton McNeely F.I.C. District
Manager of Hickman, Fulton
counties attended.

All ladino clover seed producers in Fulton and Hickman
counties are urged to meet at
Cayce school Tuesday, October
26th at 7:30 p. m. to discuss several important problems con
cerning the Marketing of next
year's seed crop.
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Over the top is not just a
phrase used during the war, for
it applies in full measure to the
recent drive sponsored by the
West Fulton P-TA to secure new
uniforms for the band members.
Mrs. Hendon Wright, announced
that the order is being placed and
perhaps may be-able to be used
this season.
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There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart
to some
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.
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--Payers.it may, the publication of such a statement
Be that
taxis written into law and request or no request by the
payer does not preclude the public official's failure to
meet the requirements of his office.

The publication of the financial condition of a county
has been the cause of bitter court battles in some counties
in the State, because of the failure of the fiscal court
judge to publish the statement as required by law. We
are pleased that such a condition did riot prevail here.
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Generally, the public is not aware of the many duties
the law is
of a public official and oft times ignorance of
taxjtrdged by the official as apathy on the part of-the

Ostensibly the fiscal condition of Fulton County is
and we commend Homer J. Roberts, judge of the
sound ,
fiscal court for his compliance with the law'in publishing
the statement.

-BEN H BARBER
S DICES HELD
HERE ON SUNDAY

:
• • P.7ALLOW FIELDS

County Publishes Statement
county
Recently we were pleased to see published in a
fiscai
the
of
statement
financial
newspaper an itemtized
been
not
has
statement
a
Such
County.
Fulton
of
condition
the
published in recent years, .although the judge of
Statutes.
Kentucky
under
court is required to do so

to an open meeting. The recreational organization came out fit
•i;
this meeting, and an Executive
Committee was selected at this
time. The County Judge of Harrison county and the Mayor
ramereil
Acme
Cynthiana then appointed
Executive Committee as the
THE field is worn rrom yielding the good
Recreatio
County
rison
grain.
Ben H. Barber, Jr., 20, died et
-‘" "..,
Board. Three principal proje
Friday
10
,
,
.-4,,
PAIL
and
dark
sho(
night after being
Fallow it hes,as furrows
developed from this Recreation
Center, Sumrn
.. through the heart with a .22
.%,
s"
Beneath the blinding sun and bider rain
Cynthiana keeps a-knockin' at Board: Youth
rifle at the home of his parents, this column's door. You may re- Playground Program and Swi
It patiently awaits its magter's will.
..,... Mr. and Mrs. Ben H. Barber Sr., call a story of civic progress in ming Pool.
It draws new power as the year goes by
raised
of South Fulton.
"The town has already
Cynthiana and Harrison county
E.-:--From winds that sweep across its furrowed way;
construction
„Parker ler.c- that I told several months ago. $43,000 toward the
Police
of
Chief.
have already
It pulls the sunlight from the bending sky,
Cluee said the wound was self For one community that first of the pool. They
s
lease on the
,
14 nd holds it thereto usr_aaain some day.
, inflicted. He left two notes, one story was quite a chunk of eur- obtained a 99-year
by
ground, which is now owned
to his parents, and one to his rent history.
.Board of
County
wife but neither revealed the
Now I,like any barren field, mutt lie
Now comes more news about the Harrison
pians and
reason for his apparent suicide. Cynthiana, obtained fcom James Education. Detailed
Fallow awhile. God nuke me wise to wait
for the pool are
specific'ations
Cynthia
the
of
editor
Wilson,
G.
;
why
que§tion
As old fields do through gtorms, nor
was raised
Barber was born at Paragould.
:
Democrat, and Milburn Tay- complete. The $43,000
due
Ark., Dec 24. 1927. During World na
Strength COMP SO slowly,Ix:ace so very late.
by Maurice by public subscription, but
man,
business
a
lor,
the
United
- War II he served in
directoe of to the increased cost the pool
Let me draw power from this time,and then,
executive
Bement,
D.
_
1945
-19,
June
swoon.
States Navy from
will eost approximately
Strengthened anew,rise up to serve again-.
the Committee for Kentucky.
be
to July 31. 1946. He enlisted in
"The Youth Center will
"Cynthiana now has a fullHe
1947.
December,
the Army in
next week or
the
within
director,"
open
recreational
time
was home on a visit and w aS due
writes Mr. Bement. The director, two.
to return to his duties Saturday.
James D. Allen was employed
San2:30
at'
"Cynthiana, a town of only
held
were
Services
in June of 1948. The town was
been suCcessfulday afternoon at Paul Hornbeak
•
summer ree- about 5,000 nasCommunity Chest
a
with
content
not
runeral Home. The Rev. James
they new ly operating a
and
program,
reat.tonal
-year* -The Chest in-sfersner,- pasterr --of- Ole- --First have a 12-month program. Tt for
Paotist Church. officiated. Bur- started this way. The Business cludes the following agennes:
hospital, Boy Scouts,' glasaes
1I ial was at Gardner'Tenn.
Men's Club of Cynthiana led the
recreation program, free
fund,
/
Besides his wife and parents, fight. Then representatives from lunch program, Negro children
"-=-•-- --'
! he leaves an infant son: a brother the towns clubs were asked to welfare fund, emergency relief,
0*"--1 .'--,. . - iil,....L.--,..„
, Frank Barber -of Fulton: two attend the meeting. Representa• Cynthiana
Library. The
1-..e.„,-.
i
,---;
a: r /i- a, eil
sisters. Mrs. Helen Allen of De- tives were sent from verviee $5,200 goal for the Community
wom
.
troit and Mrs. Bilf Hainline of clubs, churches, lodges.
last year W AS reached and
/
;-grandparents, en's clubs, the Garden Club anti Chest
Fulton: and two
fund has been doubled
Chest
the
nthese
All
club.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bell of Troy. the Veteran's
started a few years ago.it
since
es
representativ
sent
ganizations
•
Tenn.
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a left-over of his daring robbery
at Russellville. At least this tradition made an elderly fake t Ore
to the higher timber some years
ago when he appeared here'.
stoutly maintaining that he Vt S
dozen gathering places where. fly the real McCoy and that the
anknown years. people nave man buried so long ago was
found themselves meeting on somebody else. And no map of
picnics and similar occasions. this county would be complete.
Some of them have develnae 1 no folk map. without the neighchurches or a small village: oth- , borhood of Goshen. where Aunt
ers are just as lacking in huild- ! Jane of Kentucky lived, a ereaings as they were when the pio- tion of Eliza Calvert Hall but
neers for some reason first be- ahnost as legendary as Par'
gan to rneet there. And the very Bunyan or John Henry. And
legend that the CAE of Bowling Barren and Greetr Rivers, 't.-ith
Green was a famous play place • their river -lore from steamboat
ea•rly times is good enough to : and rafting days. would maite a
be true and should not ba dia. fine chapter in any book vi:ritten
proved, in spite of similar name; to accompany such a folkl
elsewhere. Whether any artual , map. In fact. Dr. Thomas D.
masterful -Kentucky
ballads grew up here I do not Clark's
know. but there should have River- cvuld be duplicated if
been a ballad about
Daniel some one gathered the lore up
Boone's having a fight here in and down the Green and its tii, the early days. And there is said butaries. The actual history
to be a v,.arrant here for the ar- would be interesting enough; the
rest of one Jesse James. if and hearsay and legend would be evwhen he appears in this town, en more so.

TIDBITS OF KENTUCKY FOLKLORE

A FOLKLORE NIAP OF
KENTUCKY
Recently a publishing company
Political Farming
has put out a folklore map of the
United States, emphasizing the
The presidential candidate of the two major parties
folksongs that have grown up
have sown broadcast their- bids for the farm vote. What
in our rather New World. lit is
a fascinating suggestion, for evwill the hirvest be?
erywhere we have developed
songs that tell of our distinctive
The public-opinion polls show Governor Dewey well
life here. Just think of cowboys
ahead in most of the farm states, traditionally Republican
and baggarts and desperadees
and scouts and Indians and NegBut in several sectors President Truman is given a fightroes and the Old South and Paul
ing chance—and he is fighting. His speech at-Springfield,
Bunyan and John Henry! We
Illinois. was devoted to charges that the Republicans have
have produceci eterything from
the New England psalrn-singing
abandoned both Abraham Lincoln and the Ametican
church to the camp-mecting arid
farmer.
its wild and racy airs. And in
lighter vein we have danced evHe declared that Wall Street would not let the Repuberything from the stately Virginlicans join in a bipartisan farm policy. Most of us have
ia Reel, called in the Old World
the Sir Roger de Couerley, to the
had the impression that the farm bloc operated pretty efawkwardest clogging on a barn
fectively in both parties. Both now favor a general prodoor at a country store. And we
gram of govellairsent ltid for fariners. But on tv/ poinfa in
have,sung of every known`specles of Moon and all the varying
particular Mr. Truman was able to cite Republican votes
eyes and hair that were ever
which many farmers will feel weakened that program.
made.
One was the cut in funds for soil conservation.
The
From a slightly wider angle
I have long wanted to,make a
other was abandonrnent of the plan by which the Commod, folklore map of Kentucky, to inity Credit Corporation provided storage bins for crops get; elude an this anti more, too. I
ting government loans under the price-support program.
! would include all our Kentucky
folk he.roes and Farns: all our
Mr. Truman may make some headway among farmhaunted houses and lonely graves
our
of mysterious people: all
ers on specific issues. And his plea for an over-all policy
folk industries. such as pottery
of abundance is attractive to farmers. But they know that
, and basketry and meat-curing:
he has just re-embraced the New Deal, and they have
all our gathering places, sucn as
• picnicking areas and camp-meetseldom been New Dealers—never when farm prices were
ing grounds: all our old-fashionat current levels.
' ed springs and wells where hotels used to be and where a
fine iolk flavor still remaina
Some of my students in a graduate course that I tcach nave
made some beginnings on this
ultimately
That's the question we'll he Wrather is at the mike with the ' project and could
asking in this apace every week dope straight from the bueket make such a map.
for
county,
Let's take a single
for what we hope will be a good and local sports personalities for
Jong time. We--by the way— color. At 6:45 p.m. Will Nunn example, the one where I hav?.
are the staff of radio station reports the local and world news lived since I was a stripling,
Warren. It is an old county as
WENK in Union City and this on WENK's Home Edition.
Kentucky counties go and thus
• * •
column is a collection of our
some of the pioneer
prize shows we think you'd be
Thursday and every weekdaY acquired
interested in hearing. These ere morning, Gabriel Heatter reacis traditions. Reputed locations of
the WENK programs we hope ya interesting, heart warming end early huts and feats against
and Indians are numerair listening to.
challenging letters. from his panthers
are enough stories
.• •
Mail Bag at 10:30 from the Mu- ous. There
about some of the pioneers to
Saturday, Tennessee and Ten- tual Network.
make a full book. Then there are
• ••
nessee Polytech meet in Knoxwhere
graveyards
ville and as for all Tennessee
Friday, the Farm and Home unkempt
things happen or seem
games, WENK will carry the Hour featuring the weekly sum- strange
things that indicate
play by play direct from Knox- mary of agricultural develop- to happen,
foul play. There is the
ville with Lindsey Nelson and ments from the U. S. Department old-time
old tree where a man
Jack Britton doing the broadrast. of Agriculture. Throughout tlie site of the
The tree, incidentalImmediately after the game week farm news, market re- was hanged.
just as all such trees do.
WINK presents an hour-long ports and old time music — ly, died,
the spot where an exFootball Roundup with scores plus interviews with persons There is
soldier came to take
-from the nations top games and farm folk are interested in — Civil War
after he found, at the end
musical salutes to the winning highlight the show from 12 none his life
of hostilities, that the Bowling
elevens.
to 12:30. And of course Friday
girf who promised to re•••
is a good day to check your Green
true soon forgot him and
main
Sunday is devotion time on , paper for another edition of AIR her promise. And there are two
WENK. At 7:30 the Free Will YA LISTENING?
Baptist church presents a proRESPONSIBILITY
gram of Oldtime Spirituals and
religious music from the studios ! Every human being has a work
arid throughout the morning. re- to carry on within, duties to perligious services are broadcast , form abroad, influences to exfrom local churches. Later in ' ercise, which are peculiarly his.
the day, at 1:30 Bill Cunningham and which no conscience but his
discusses the news from Boston own can teach.—Channing.
over the Mutual network.
, Much misconstruction and bit• • •
, terness are spared to him who
MondaY and Tuesday are geod thinks naturally upon what he
days to_ get acquainted with a owes to others rather than what
paid of WENK's Mutual _shows he ought to expect from them.
that 'Make mighty 'griod listening —gladame Guizot.
. . . Kate Smith Speaks at 11 in
The vast majority of persons
the morning and Jimmy Scrib- of our race have a natural tendner's Johnson Family at 3:15 in , ency to shrink from the rethe afternoon.
and
sponsibility of standing
•.•
acting alone.—Francis Galion.
The I If living in disobedience to
Wednesday, we suggest
!doming Line at 7:30 a.m. for a Him we ought to feel no seriiricomplete roundup of sporting .ty, although God is good.—Mary
news while it is still news. Lou I Baker Eddy.
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NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
I am happy to say that I am fully recovered
from my recent illness and back on the job
with the Whitnel-Hornbeak Funeral Home,
408, Eddings street as ambulance driver and apprentice funeral director.
Throughout the war and for the past five
years I have endeavored to serve the public
under ali
courteously
faithful ly and
and
pleasure
a
been
has
conditions, and it
privilege to serve you.
I have done everything in my power to merit
your confidence and kind cooperation.
I will greatly appreciate your continued
patronage and calls to 88, and pledge you our
very best efforts and service.
Sincerely,

H

_

RALPH BREEDEN
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No 1
This is the sray your colon
should appear.
ii
j

We will be assisted by one of our best known
diagnostic specialists, Dr. R. li. Harris from
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 25 to 30.
Please make appointment if possible for our
time will be limited.
OXYGEN THERAPY is a method used
to correct the colon by the use of pure
OXYGEN and WATER.
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A complete examination and explanation of Oxygen Therapy to
those who have not had the opport unity to avail themselves of this
scientific method of eliminating distress and -disease.

"Cli4 2fa

Picture 1—Shows your colon as it should
appear.
Picture 2—Is a typical case of colitis, as it
appeared at one of our colon clinics. More
than likely your colon will show two or
more of the defects depicted in Picture 2.
This illustrates ptosis, or a falling of the
transverse colon. Also shown is a spastic
colon colitis condition, with abnormal loops
and adhesions caused by constipation.

advertiseit in
bring
ment and
for this free offer.
Clip

this

DO YOU HAVE
HEADACHES
ASTHMA
.
HAY FEVER
1116II lil GOD PRESSURE
Low !mow PRESSUR.E
SINUS TROUBLE
ARTHRITIS
RHEI-MATISNI
HEART ENVOLVEMENT
GALL BLADDER
TROUBLE
NEURITIS
COLITIS
DIABETES
LIVER, DISFUNCTION
BLOATING
STOMACH AILMENTS
KIDNEY TROUBLE
CYSTITIS
FEMALE DISORDERS
EPILEPSY

Dr. Reid i offerin,g for the first time this
new Colon Therapy vhich embodies the use
of pure OXYGEN and WATER, assisting
Chiropractic in helping to correct chronic
ailments. Many who formerly suffered and
felt hopeless have been restored to health
by the assistance of this new scientific ayGtem of natural healing. Remember the
dates, October 25 - 30th.
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No 3
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Gut

Picture 3--Here is a retake of Picture 2
after a course of colon treatments, showing
;a3rrection of abnormal loops in bowels and
improvements of a•specific condition.

Open until 7:30 each evening.
Lady Attendant: ,
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DR. T. M. REID
City National Bank
4.
CHIROPRACTOR
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FULTON, KY.
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CAPTAIN GADSBY
I RT. 4, ASSIGNED
TO OM. COMPANY

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home
Phone 390
129 University
MARTIN, TENN
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means
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The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

Friday, October 22, 1948

Accurate
WORICMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Fort Lewis, Wash--Capt. Jack
Robert Gadsby, son of Mr. an•-•
Mrs. Jack Ossian Gadsby of
Route 4, Fulton has Ven assigned
to the Second Infanery
Second Quartermaster Company,
Army headquarters at Fort Lewis announced today.
Capt. Gadsby has been residing with his wife, Virginia, and
their children, Brenda Cheryl. 5.
and Jacqueline Ann, 2, at 723
Halifax street, Petersburg, Va.

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
- -- —
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced

ters, Mrs. G. W. Williams of
Funeral services were held at
Cuba, Ky., Mrs. Burney Doran Rhodes Chapel, south of Lynn-.
and Mrs. Hollis Crittenden, both ville, under the direction of Jackof Detroit, Mich., and eight son Brothers Funeral Home of
Dukedom, Tenn.
.
O. F. Wiggins died Thursday grandchildren.
evening at the Fuller-Gilliarn
Hospital in Mayfield after a long
illness. He was 74.
Born and reared in Graves
county, he continued to make his
home there all his life. He was
the son of the late Will and Jose. . . That means change oil and greases to lighter weight, get
phine Foyster Wiggins of Lynnyour radiator and battery in first-class shape NOW. Care saves
Ky.
ville,
wear . . . and vvear saves money.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Ida
Wiggins; two sons, Leo Wiggins
of Lynnville and Earl Wiggins
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?
of Detroit, Mich., three daugh-

Elks Will Award 200 College Scholarships DEATH CLAIMS
In S60,000 Competition
"O. F. WIGGINS
"Elks scholarships are a part
New York—Two hundred college scholarships totaling $60,000 of our Order's program of posiwill be awarded in the seven- tive Americanism to develop
teenth annual Most Valuable young men and women better
Student competition conducted by equipped for citizenship in a
the Benevolent and Protective democracy," Mr. Malley stated.
Order of Elks, John F. Malley, "We have seen .enough examples
Chairman of the Board of Trus- of college graduates who have retees of the Elks National Foun- nounced democracy for totalitardation, announced today. Awards ianism to know that education
are made to needy students of alone is not enough. Nevertheless,
a democratic socioty imposes upon
outstanding ability.
Mr. Malley said that 40 national its citizen.s special responsibilities
awards totalling $12,000 and rang- which they can better assume if
ing from $800 to $100 each will be they have the knowledge and
made, with identical amounts training which an education can
offered in separate competition confer. Therefore, while scholarfor boys and girls. Recipients of ship is the first requirement for
the national awards will be se- these awards, they are made only
lected next spring from winners to students whose backgrounds
of competitions sponsored by clearly show their fidelity to the
State Elks Associations and indi- principles of liberty, justice and
vidual Elks lodges, which offer equality."
Any senior student of a high or
additional scholarships in amounts
up to $400.
preparatory school, or college
Competitions will be conducted undergraduate, who is a resident
in every state and the possessions of the United States or its possesof the United States. The awards sions may apply for an award.
are financed by income from the
on. forma. end complete
Foundation's $2,01,9,000 trust fund Applicati
obtained at any -c-if
supplemented by funds from details can be
ons
state associations and subordinate the 1,498 Elks lodges. Applicati
must be filed before March 1, 1949.
lodges, Mr. Malley said.

WINTER - IZEI
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Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

Prom Committees
Vote for Coke

re
ic

He expects his family to join.
him here in the near future.
Before the war Capt. Gadsby
was with the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey at Memphis.
He attended high school in Memphis and Gulf Cost Military Academy at Gulfport, Miss. before
entering the Citidel Military College in Charleston, S. C.
Entering the Army in July,
1941, he was commissioned on
graduation from the Quartermaster Officer Candidate School
at Camp Lee. Va., in August.
1942, serving at the Army Service Forces Training Center at
Camp Lee until 1946. He was
then transferred to Korea with
_occupation forces.
Capt. Gadsby won the commendation ribbon for his work
as commander of a battalion at
Camp Lee.

We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS

MANY

Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

BLESSINGS

and little daughter, Karen, spent
the weekend with his parentz.,
Mr. and Mrs. Carey- Frields
Walnut street.

DEMOCRATIC CAMPAIGN

The Home of

COMMITTEE

Good Bar-1341

Never let it be said that you took
a chance oil:your family's happiness and welfare by failing to
carry adequate fire. insurance.
What do we mean adequate?
Just this: Insuran.ce sufficient to
replace your property . .. at today's costs. Right now, befo•-e.
you lay this down, review your
insurance. If it isn't adequate,
call us for advice.

HICKORY LOG
108 East I4'ourth Street

ATKINS, HOLMAN AND FIELDS
INSURANCE AGENCY

PERSON-ALS

FULTON

208 Main

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Jolley have
moved from the Martin Highway
Norman
to an apartment on
street.

FULTON, KT.

MAYFIELD aTalfWAY

DON'T TAKE THE RISK

it

Service
Station

POLSGROVE

VOTE,
, IT
"w STRAIGHT

For Prompt Service Phone 502

_ SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.

COUNT YOUR

v'te\

,45. 47.
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we!;,,,..1,r'.Mrs. Roy Pickering of Memphis and Mrs. J. E. Moore, Jr.,
and son. Johnny of Nashvill
spent Monday and Tuesday with
hte former's mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Osgood andi her sister. Mrs.
Paul Boaz and family and -other
relatives.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bob Binford a.nd
Mr. and Mrs. Russ Anderson attended the Fulton-Union City
football game Thursday night 111
Union City.
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C. A. Stephens has returned
from a business trip to Louisville.
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Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shields
and children, Dorothea and Melinda, spent the weekend with
relatives in Paducah.
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World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound

overcoat — but
Button up your
it to Parisian
before you do, send
howes,A! Odors,
for dry cleani
wooleui
permeate stored
er faint,
months. Parisian dry
... cling for
cleaning de-odorizes.
,

"Werleati

of.R1C

PARISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

• Here's new hearing clarity—with far
more sound intensity than before! And
wholly neva hearing comfort--millions
Mill now hear with power turned way
down. No buzzing, no hollow sounds.
, Helton, sets new etandard et lifelike
bearing.
Get free booklet el &malting polder*, facts meander. Plain wrapper —no ofiltleatIon. Come HA.
phone, or mail coupon.

FREE

Neftme
PON[MOST ONT-UNIT
MARINO AID

BOX 727, PADUCAH, KY.
Beitone Hearing Service
Box 727, Paducah, Ky.
cost of oblktatIon 1
Plea. arm! mei without
about
t h e new FREE Booklet of facts
1
DEAFNESS and How to Overcome
A ,11rno
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41hourspay AP 40hours
work
amitypayforweekends
the/1days
g.51an hour increase

•
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8/11/04/DOLLARS

I tillion'Dollartad Block I
RAILROADS MUST OPERATE around the clock
every day and night of the year.
16 rail- Although they know this, leaders of
Monroad unions are demanding a five-day,
million
day through Friday, week for one
railroad employes.
They want 48 hours pay for 40 hours work
—in itself a 20% wage increaae.
They also demand a minimum of 12 hours
.
pay for any work performed on Saturdays
on
and 16 hours pay for any work performed
Sundays and holidays.
l
On top of all thia they want an additiona
increase of 25c an hour for every employe!
•

You'd Pay the Bill!

O. A. ROLAND
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Mrs. Doyle Frields
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MOTH BALL ODOR!
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BY
flOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
HNC.
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.,
01948, The Coca-Colo Company
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Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boaz and
Mr. and Mrs. Wren Coulter attended the football game in Union City Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. William Scott
attended the football game in
Union City Thursday night.

Ask for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
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Summing up them demands, they mean
railroads
these union leaders seek to force the
an annual raise
to give one million employes
employe!
which would acreage $1,490 per
no less than
be
The total coat of this would
is more
14 billion dollars Tier year, which
of the
than twice the expected net income
railroads this year.
these inYou'd pay the bill, beciume if
railroads,
creased costa are forced on the

they must have still further rate and fare
increases.

Demands Unreasonable
These employes have had substantial raises
weekduring and since the war.Their average
weekly
ly earningirwre higher than the average
indusearnings of workers in manufacturing
the
tries. They have more job security than
They
average worker in American industry.
sysalso enjoy paid vacations, a retirement
generoua
tem and other advantages more
than the average worker receives.
16
In contrast with the demands of these
4fic an
unions, which add up to the equilalent of
recently
hour,. the Conductors and Trainmen
of 10c
settled their wage request for an increase
an Lour.

sou-THEASTERN
.,„,,msffm==ffisfzezt=7—°

Railroads Run for Everybod: Not Employes Alone

le but
The railroad industry must serve ivmany groups—producers, businessr . shipblic—
pers, passengers and the general
night and day, every day of the ye . These
unions are pio...-eeding in utter dis. ard of .
this important difference between ilroadis
and other industries. Industrial plan ;can be •
shut down over weekends and holidays, but
freight, mail, express and passengers must
continue to move. Everybody who enters raii-1
road employment knows this,

Strike Threat
Ori September 18, 1948, the leaders of these

16 uniona began taking a strike vote. But the ,
threat of a strike will not alter the opposition oh
tire railroads to such unreasonable demands!,

RAILROADS
•

advertimements to talk with you
We are publishing this and other
important to everybody.:
at first hand about matters which are
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(CAPACITY: 100,000 POUNDS:
OVERALL USABLE LENGTH,50 FT.)

Cartoon and Serial
SUNDAY - MONDAY
,
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THE GALLANT.
LEGION
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Cartoon and Scien....,„,„
i
TUE. - WED. - THURS.
Double Feature
JEAN PORTER
in

TWO BLONDS AND
A RED HEAD

•

plus
RAY MILLA.ND
MARLENE DIETRICH
in

GOLDEN EARRINGS
RUPTURE
Expert Coming
To Mayfield AKain
GEO. L. HOWE
Well-known expert, of Intilanaptilis, and ex-U.S. Army
Medical Corpsman, -will personally demonstrate his method without charge at the Hall
Hotel, Mayfield, Thursday.
Oct. 28th from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Mr. Howe says the Hnwe
method contracts the openings
in remarkably short time on
the average case, regardless of
the site or location of the rupture, and no matter how much
you lift or strain, and puts you
back to work the same day as
efficient as before you were
ruptured.
Rupture Shield
The
has no leg strap: waterproof.
indeianitary, practically
strucible, and can be worn
while bathing. Each shield is
skillfully molded and fitted
to the parts under heat. which
gives a perfect fit and satisfaction.
Large ane difficult ruptures
following operations especially solicited.
Do not overlook thi.; opportunity if you want gratifying results. Mailing addresr
P. O. Box 5233 E. Michigan
'it. Station, Indianapolis, Ind.

Our Expanded Facilities
for handling corn now include, besides the giant scaledumper, a greatly-enlarged
corn shelling output and improved methods of handling
loose shucks and cobs. The
new buildings recentl.v° constructed across State Line on
the Tennessee side house the
dumper, shellers, shuck baler, cob storage bin (cobs afe
now loaded into boxcars) and
oVerhead screw conveyor
to move the shelled corn to
our main mill.

zasammanamemaiusistp

combination

truck-dumper

ef
anc
too
a h
vis

and

new, specscale's is now in operation in a
our mill aially-constructed addition to
essee side.
cross the State line on the Tenn
operation
It is under roof for all-weather
unloading
and is now handling all corn
uding the
from small trucks up to and incl
no\\,
ial.gest semi-trailers. Vehicles are
and
weighed with their full load, dumped,
m
re-I.veighed empty, without moving fro
kind
the spot ... the only facilities of this
St.
and capacity between Memphis and
Louis.
•

BROW ER
MILLING COMPANY, INC.
FULTON, KENTUCKY

1

948

reallas,
Visit

rlotte
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Silhouettes

Rev. and Mrs. Perry L. Stone, in Mayfield.
ness trip 'in East St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Ward McCellan has nesMrs. F. D. Phillips and Miss Virof
south
of
King
e
Mozell
Mi,ss
from a visit with friends
turned
and
King
the
Carl
ed
d attend
Mr. zind Mrs.
h, Miss.
town spent the week end with ginia Howar
Cokint
in
011ie
and
rence
Hart
Confe
ian Education
Mrs. Zella May
her cousin, Miss Carol King on :hrist
Peeples have returned from a
at the First Christian church
held
.
street
s
Morri
visit with relatives and a busi-

PERSONALS

ai 411144"A"Ae

In Fulton County are the tap-roots of one
fami.
of Kentucky's, even the Nation's finest
of
lies. The roots are deep in the good earth
not
the farrn-larids and from those rOots ecune
citonly the bountiest harvests, but the finest
McGeizens and among them is James Beatty
hee.
child
If there is a man, or a woman, or 'a
who
in Fulton County wbo knows Jirn, and
he is the
does not say with atl sincerity that
is among
"salt of the earth" then that person
stopped
not
have
who
few
l
tesima
infini
-an
he is.
long enough to know the man for what
's.
For Jim McGehee is a man's man„a farmer
tofriend, and if we might put some words
gether with a meaning not too clear, he could
the •
be called a friend's friend, for in him are
qualities on which true friendship is based.
A few years before the turn of the century
Ella
a son was born to Willie and Luella( Miss
near
as she was fondly called) MeGehee
was
Cayce. He WEIS one of three children..He
middle
given the name of Jam•?s Beatty, the
but there
name beuig -his..mother's surname,
that
are not many who could tell you what
hunthat
Jim
as
just
its
for
...
drink the wonderful mineral waters found
for
stands
"B"
there. He soon isnapped back to his robust
dreds of his friends address him.
normal self and decided it was the wonderful
Just as sure as ladino clover is the wonder
water there that did the trick. Fortifying himcrop of this county first developed• by this
the
self against more fatigue. he brought back
outstanding farmer. young Jim embraced
gh his
several gallons of the mineaal waters found
life of the farm and lived there all throu
high
Cayce
ing
at the spa and deposited the containers at
finish
After
years.
early school
farm
the
to
took
he
his office in Hickman. But good spirits stayed
teens
school in his early
s
with Jim and the jugs of revitalizing liquid
life in earnest and worked the lands of the
for
remain unopened until this day. The standMcGehee homestead. It wasn't all work
tin'
ing remark for his friends about to take a
him though, for he found time to go a-cour
journey thrOugh the State is "Jim, I'm going
in the neighborhood and some thirty-three
a
through Dawson Springs, can I bring yau
the missus, his childhood
years ago he took
" Jim takes it
y
l
water.
famil
minera
of
whose
s
ck,
gallon
Crcsti
fey.'
Jo
Miss
sweetheart,
he
s
good-naturedly just as he did the time
tret-also grows in Cayce and whose parent
end.
weeka
fcr
ille
Louisv
in
s
there.
d
friend
ty
visite
still live in the vicini
atBeing the correct person tliat he is and
A silhouette of Jim McGehee could not
us
marhe
tempting to chi the little niceties of a gracio
possiblv• be written by simply saying
days
and Jo
guest Jim went to his locker in the dark
ried his childhood sweetheart for Jim
when. of the v,-ar and nicked up two packages markaro the vwerthearts today that they were
fringe
the
with
surrey
the
ed "bacon'' for his hostess.
in
riding
they went
specifi
aron top. That fact had to be mentioned
On the morning after his and Jo's
pitcure
'tally, for it would not be a true
wonderful aroma of that delicious
the
rival
ce that is
the
Jim to- pass lightly over the roman
viand was very noticeable throughout
their hostassist
to
ting
his life.
attemp
Jo
and
house
ed
find that
Jim Is' a dreamer, they say. He dream
ess went into the kitchen orgy to
the
meat Jim
with
man
young
every
the packages of precious breakfast
the dreams of
rinds. The
his ears
had brought along were only the
words of Horace Greeley ringing in
Jim. but
and Jo
embarassment was great for Jo and
so, won after they were married Jim
rnia
made the erheaded for the vade open spaces of Califo
somehow ,Jim's affable nature
on for
ror a very hilarious occasion.
where Jim worked at a clerical positi
children were
Fulton
three
his
of
Tv..o
years.
l
severa
Jim is secretary -treasurer of The
adjudgin
born there. and it was there. Billy was
Farm Bureau. Because he believed
y.
Count
rnia. He
joined
ed the finest baby in all of Califo
great principles of the AAA he
the
love some
ion and has
came back to the site of his first
that gralup almost at its incept
farming,
He is p
years ago and went head-on into
been its chief clerk for many years.
State.
in the
producing the finest crops' in the
.„1Vethpdist and very active
devout
sense
Jim is a dreamer not in the true
lt.A
ichtuichltive
ss irt,jiv.14
its 1949
▪ of that word. He dreams, of proire
As the farm Bureau iaunches
ng. It
farmi
in
and
s
zation
organi
in
,
affairs
the past year's record
with
cliive
sjiip.
member
the first to develop
histhe
in
WSS Jim who was among
Milestone
cky and. enrollmept ,s,4 a
Jim McGehee
to
is
it
Kentucky 31 Fescue in Western kentu
.
zation
organi
the
of.
tory
strides
for the recogniit is Jim who is a leader in the great
that much" of the credit goes
ss.
y has receivCount
made being made in agricultural progre
Fulton
that
tion and honor
ng
not totlong
He loves to go places .. . in every meani
made
he
that
k
remar
ed. For its a
his Jo
of the phrase. He loves to travel with
his mile-long record of ackeens
that
ago
Not
ns.
life too much
arid his close friends. the L. A. Clifto
complishments growing, "I love
e of
too long ago Jim was feeling the fatigu
gives me the joy that
that
thing
one
miss
ta
idea to
a busy public life. He thought it a fine
ji.t plain living does."
and to
visit the resort at Hot Springs, Ark.,
IF ITS NEW—DCYITY HAS IT

FOR SALE
70 -ACRE FARM
THREE MILES SOUTH OF DUKEDOM
JOHN VAUGHN FARM
Will Sell at .iuction

INC.

New Fall

— SEE —

210 Commercial Ave.
Fulton

In today and out tomorrow.
rhat's what 95 percent of our
customers get when they bring
their sets to us for service.
Our modern shoo and complete parts stock make it possible. Just phone 401 or bring
in your set.

CITY
ElectricCo.
205 Commercial Ave.

ugzuwalExuAuzgaigtuzsgAuangwitr
.4%

WE ARE EXPANDING OUR OPERATIONS

4).
Z

HELP WANTED
"Work' Availibie to

FEMALE SEWING MACHINE

°PRAMS
Experienced or Inexperienced
WE ARE NOW WORKING UNDER UNION SHOP AGREEMENT

sr>

• GOOD WORICING CONDITIONS
Hours 7 a. m. to 4 p. m.
• GOOD WAGES
Salaries compare to the best 'in the business.
• FIVE-DAY WEEK
• VACATION WITH PAY

sr.

•

•
/*?Y,f!IfY-)
\1110rr-dr

!!!..

• REST PERIODS
• PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

PERFECT
DIAMOND
RINGS

Apply at Once at Office of

1-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect;
2-Individually registered
, in the owner's name;
S-Fully insured against
loss by fire or theft;

HENRY I. SEIGEL CO.

4-One uniform national
price on sealed-on tag.

•

FULTON, K ENTUCK Y.

Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE
224 I.ake St.
1, t

SEE OUR WINDOWS

Shoe Repair Service

Dukedom, Tennessee

s:
FOR SALE: Two beagle hounf,
heifer that will be fresh soon.
Dog collar name plates with
name and address, 25c. Porter
Twigg, Route 4.
FOR SALE: New Perfection coal
oil cook stove, .side oven, all
white porcelain. Also new Se-vel kerosene refrigerator. See
at Derby Cafe, Phone 9171.

at:moan:En
gesoya4
matAirs

When wagging tongues tell
tales of neglect, it's time for
a trip to WRIGHT BROS.
Shoes kept in good repair,
are comfortable to live with!

WRIGHT BROS.

HARDY VAUGHN

Es.`

$198 to $198

_

s
Good 1-room dwelling and other out building

/.40/4110.nil,

slimness or
Trim
elegant simplicity describe the newer bag
styles. An over -theshoulder type adjusts
it's straps for the
shouldered
b r o ad
jackets.
and
coats
Fine calf and suede in standard and, warmer colors.

_

AT 1.110- P. M.

AUTtikGLASS installed. Fulton
210
Paid" and Glass Co.,
Church.,
FOR TRADE: Small sandwich
shop and beer garden, for
farm. Netting 5200 per week
See E. Myrick, Fulton.

)
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What Do Your Shoes
Tell About You?

1943 .

MONDAY, OCTOBER
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near Pleasant View Church, known as the
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New Corn Drying-Storage Method
Boosts Value of 1948's Big Crops

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home •
408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

" V*,

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Ina

EXPERIENCED CLEANERS WITH A
MODERN CLEANING PLANT.
We Clean all types of seed.

GRINDING AND MIXING
OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS
MOLASSES ADDED IF YOU WISH
We are in the market for

DRY YELLOW CORN
Feeds

Festilizers
Wire Fencing
Authorized Dealers For
SURGE MILKING MACHINES

We BUY and SELL all kinds of feeds and seeds

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

East State Line, Fulton

Phone 202-J

Listen to our Gospel Song program over
WENK, Monday
thru Friday, 7:15 p. m.; Sundays, 8:30
a. in.

duo world's daily newspaper-

111( CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR.
the best4

You will fir4 yourself one of
informed persons in your community on world affairs when
you recia this world-wide doily newspaper
regularly. You will gain
fresh, new viewpoints, a fuller, richer understanding
of today's vital
stews—PLUS help from its exclusive features on homemaking,
ffjUCO.
WON, business, theater, music, radio,
sports.
GoGoorlb• sow to
Nam special 'gotTh. Christian Science Publishing Soc,elv
PB-S
oolosolotod" off*,
One, Norway Street, Boston 15, Moss., U. S. A.
—I moo* for $1
I Enclosed Is SI, far whiah oleos' semi m• The Christi°.
TU. S. funds/ I
'Science Monitor fos one month.

Corn growers, confronted with lack of faciliies for handling
their record yield this year, now may obtain newly-developed 'buildings that increase crop value by drying as well as storing the grain.
The new agricultural development is a Quonset 32x36' adaptation
that handles 5,000 bushels of ear corn. Local dealers can erect and
equip it to receive corn in a few days' time. Drying is accomplished
by forcing air through the corn at the rate of 25,000 cubic feet a
minute.
The Quonset is equipped with special bracing, a motor-driven fan
and a slatted framework which runs lengthwise through the building's center. Corn piled around the frame forms a tunnel int,o which
air is blown. The air circulates through the corn, absorbs moisture,
and escapes through vents at the building's top. The special equip.
ment can be removed easily when the Quonset is desired for other uses.
Another corn-handling unit, the Quonset portable crib feeder, has
been developed to eliminate most of the labor in hog production. One
500-bushel filling of the crib will feed approximately 40 pigs from
weanisuz until ready for market.

F
tpyym

mittn

dernand for farm products is ex
pected next year.
Rising production costs explain the apparent contradictian.
Almost every type of farm, expense is higher this year. Total
expenses will probably be up
seven percent. As a .result, net
farm income may drop eight percent below last year.
In 1949, farmers' cash receipts
and,gross income wilt stay nerr
current levels about 30 billion
dollars. However, higher taxes.
labor, interest payments
and
other expenses could easily dr,
net income down for the seem; I
year in a row.
There Iv ill also continue to be
many farmers who realize in- '
comes far below the naiional
"average," officials point out.
I
Experts are agreed on or:e
thing: net farm income has prob.
ably passed its peak.
RUral Television
Agriculture Department officials., with an eye on the future, are investigating farm uses
of television.
-Using- Research and• MaiTAct funds, radio experts of the
Department are undertaking research along tor.° different lines
in television:

How a Quonset is equipped
to dry as well as store corn is
illustrated
e e Plultos.
(above) Ear corn is loaded in.
to the building through remota
able roof sheets. (Right) Ears
pile around ventilation tunnel.
'When building is filled, air
blown into this tunnel_by outside fan circulates between
ears and carries moisture out
through top vents.

SEED CLEANING
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1. The immediate use of tele
vision to better acquaint _city
folks with farming and its profs
lems; and 2. the longer-term
utilization of television to teach
Unproved practices to farmers.
This fall, officials will start
regular programming of farm
and home teleeasts to city areas.
At present there are few t6e
vision sets in rural areas. due
both'to high prices of receivers
..nd to technical difficulties. Re- p
searchers wit) try to solve many
of these latter obstacles—soch E
as the need for expanding the L--;
,ange of reception from transmit- '0
t.-rs.

%ler

At:%.11.6.7.5 IN

THE WASHINGTON NEWS
1111111INII
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uNvial
Pitching a Curve
he said.
Critics of farm supports are
Meat prices will fall only after
"pitching a curve" to city con- farmers have the chance to consumers when they attempt to vert this year's huge feed crop
Warne these supports for infla- into meat, Mr. Kline emphasiztion, AFBF President Allan ed, adding: "The law of supply
Kline told the nation last week. and demand means nothing to a
"Price supportS are actually sow."
the consumer's best protection aThe AFBF, chief also cited ofgainst greater inflation, and tha ficial estimates showing that per
nation's main insurance against capita income of farmers this
a bankrupt agriculture," he 'said year is around' S700. while nonin an address-before the National farm people enjoy an
average
Press Club in Washington.
of about $1600.
On the same prograth with
President Kline were Senator Change Farm Program?
In recent weeks. there have
Aiken (R., Vt.,) author of tne
been many predictions that the
permanent price support
and Secretary of Agrciulture next session of Congress rna:•:
reduciii farm props from the
Charles Brannon.
present 90 percent level to the
Pointing -ont. that pr1ce sup 60-90
percent level of the new
ports have helped consumers by permanent
support law next
encouraging larger production, January.
instead of waiting un, and thus preventing still higher til
1950: and 2. drastically refood prices, Mr. Kline blamed write the
long-range program itincreased demand and expanding self.
population for high prices.
Senator Aiken took a dim view
Ile asserted that if farmers on both these
prophecies at the
gave away their total output of Press Club
luncheon. He told !Le
wheat, Watoes and eggs—•the station's newsmen
that Congress
only commodities on which sup- is not likely
to renege on its
ports are in use right noW—the pledge of
90 percent -supports
consumer's food bill would be re- next year. No appreciable
chargduced less than five percent.
es in the long-range program are
"This fact reflects the high cost anticipated. he declared.
of processing and distribution."
Aiken is slated to succeed the
retiring Senator Capper as chai-man of the Senate Agriculture
Committee if the Republicans retain control of the Senate next
year.
The Vermont politico also want
to bat for stront farm organiza •
tions. In answePft a question
which impliedllat farm groups
are seeking Mae power, Aiken
asserted: "I hair-to thirilt where
farm income anti prices would
Apply at once at
be without powerfUl farm organizations."
the office of
1949 Income
Farmers' pocketbooks may be
HENRY I. SEIGEL
a little thinner next year than
they have been in 1948.
COMPANY
This prediction, now being
made by Agriculture Depart- 1
4th Street
Fulton
ment experts, may seem to !tin
counter to our statement two
weeks ago that
fairly stable

IINI

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentueby

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE,
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Liceosed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES '
Lady Assistant
Contract_ Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORs BURIAL ASSN.

Fnendly Service
STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing
Let us clean your radiator with
our NEW, amazing process.

COLEMAN SERV. STA.
Dukedom highway

Phone 68

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

DRIVE-IN CAFE
PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
(Formerly C & E Sandwich Shop)

ICE COLD BEER
By the Bottle

By the Case
Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
HOURS: 7:30 A. M. to MIDNIGHT
Depot Street
Phone 9194
ssisstftsotrupsttsiffgriersmoulastampaicei,, A,.,01littiwam..
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LOCUST 11T- EIGHTEEI1TH

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
RUM
GIN
LIQUER
DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton

‘St"...11111144%Nei
01161tlux yawns

The "qu••n - for -a - Day"
Rc
.
iclIo Program Is broadcast
dolly, Monday thru Friday,
at 1:00 to 1:30 P. M., C S T
over "MUTUAL" Network.

New
4l Shipment Just Arrived!
ALL SIZES, MODELS
NOW ON DISPLAY AT

WILLIAMS HARDiNARE COMPANY
207 East Fourth St.

Fulton

'warm
'own
41111111111111111
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BULLDOGS LOSE AT
UNION CITY, 43-7

with

TA.
r 68

pick up some fifty yards foilhe
night.
The Fulton passing attack' (lid
not click because the Bulldop
line did not give the pa5ser
enough time to throw.
Jim Hodges, star tackle, who
is suffering from two broken
fingers was able to play only.
briefly, while Walter Mischke,
first string guard was unable to
dress for the game.
Pete Daniels at quarterbark
led the Golden Tornado as Ile
mixed power with deception to
swamp the Bulldogs.
The Bulldogs go to Martin tonight to tangle with the Martin
High Panhters. The Panthers.,
have had a very successful sea-1'
son thus far this year with only
a 39 to 0 loss to Grove High of
Paris to mar their record. Against Greenfield, their only mutual opponent the Bulldogs won
19 to 6 while the Panthers topped
the Yellowjackets 35 to 14.

The Fulton High tulldotts
were defeated 43 to 7 by their
arch-rivals, the Union City Golden Tornadoes last Thursday nite
7nt Union City.
The Bulldogs were completely
outmanned
a nd
outplavod
throughout the game as the heavier Tornado scored almost at
will after the half.
The -iame was lenghtened ronisiderably by the great number
of penalties called against both
teams. The third quarter was
prolonged the most as penalties
were called on several successive
plays.
The only Fulton tally came
late in the fourth quarter when
Leon Mann went five yards around right end for a touchdown and his brother Don ad‘ocl
the extra point on a line buck.
The Bulldogs received the opening kickoff and penetrated into Union City territory before a
fumble cost-them the ball.
--The Tornado came roaring
back to score as Burkett swept
left end to go 6Cf yards for the
first score of the game. Pete
Daniels kicked the extra point
By JIM MITCHELL
'The Bulldogs were unable to
Several years ago an old huntadvance after the kickoff and
'shortly before the end of the er with a wide and varied backfirst quarter Union City scored Arpund in the shooting game
- again. The try for the point after tpld us that it always is wise to
touchdown by Daniels was not pattern test a new shotgun before
good and the score was 13 to 0 taking to the field after game.
He explained that no two guns
.at the end (if the first quarter.
The Tornado scored once more are identical and that some
in the seeohd quarter and the sratterguns will handle certain
extra point Was good to give the •size loads much better than ethTennesseeans a 20 to 0 lead at , ers.
We .have--followed his advice
the half.
with each new shotgun we've
Union City scored again in the
bought, and only recently we
third quarter. Most of the quar' completed field tests with a new
ter was spent in Union City
Flrowning 20 gauge automatic
territory but the Bulldogs larkthat will be our arm for the cured the power to score as the Unrent waterfowl and upland game
ion City coach began to subst,season.
Aute freely.
• The automatic is ...-equippecl
Both teams bad long gains with a Poly-Cho
ke. with an ovnullified by penalties (luring this erall birrel
length of 26 inches.
period.
'And for the tests we used the
The fourth quarter was a re- , new "sealed
gas chamber" shot
pition of the third except that shells develope
d by Western-the Bulldogs pushed across I Winchest
er after almost a decade
tally in the closing minutes of of research
.
the game.
First. we'd like to report that•
Hubert Stone was the leading the
gun. the Poly and the hew
ground-gainer for the HuDelors
loads lived up to all advance noas he scatted around the ends to
tires. We had never owned a"
gun equipped with a Poly before but even the pattern firinp
proved its worth..And we found
no• "blown" patterns in nearly
200 rounds, from No. 2's to No.
Ai4
9's with the newly designed shot.
vi
shellss.
1
For the past several years we
(
hu
.. an
vs
e.abbee
othntas
uh
t00
0mtain
tiges la2ndgadu
og
ue

all out oarsmen

EST Of ITS HMO
#• NEB PUBLISHED

sp[fiAl I
006s & 6uNs
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w
Ne
o. 54
teporinN
tooi.th5e sdhuoet.k Bbulitndwheepn

along a box of No. 6's. It ..vas
this size shot that produced the
best patterns, fired with the
li
,..
Poly set full choke. at ranged
from 30' to 95 yards. And wr
.."
found the tightest patterns fc..r
No. 2 shot, a good goose load at
long ranges, with the Poly set on
cylinder. Normally the full choke
setting should Show up best. but
we're sold on trying the cylincier
..t•tth No. 2's—if and when we can
: v a little "honker" gunning.
With both the improved cy814 NORTH TOWER COURT
inder and cylindgr setting we
CHICO 11,111 I found the No. 8's and
No. 9's
I patterning well for close-in quail

\ NOE /
*,a.,

new on sale
25c a tan

alinonitn

CITY DRUG COMPANY
('. H. McDaniel, PhArmacist: Oviner
448 Lake Street
Phones 70;
a

428

41)CP-1-SCOPE

Mrs. B. G. Lowry
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Vaugiin
of Detroit, Mich., are visiting
their daughter, Mrs. Jack Olive
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Finley
and Mr. and Mrs. Chester -Murphey were the guests of Mr. anci
Mrs. Elson McGuire and Dattny
Sunday. The,McGuires are now
residing in Fulton.

MALTER JOI-NSCN
CF THE SENATORS
ALLOwED BOSTON
I Nil iN NNW'S,
THREw Fo6 PITCHES
W THE ENTIRE CAME,
69 BEING STR,KES,
THREW n STRIKES BE
ronE A BALL WAS CALLLOSTRuCK OUT CT
mEN-.100 LOST THE
EALL CAME FO tmEN
AN CUTFIELDER MADE
AN ERROR'

work where most of the shooting
is 20 to 30 yards.. And No 7 1-2's
proved good jn the same settings
up to 35 yards. That load will

PILOT OAK

By JOE
MAHONEY

THE vERSATILE ST.LOuS CARDNAL STAR,
STARTED IN BASE EiALL AS A
ITCHIER. HE
'
,
CANE UP 10 THE NAJORS AND WAS ICTED
THE te-7
. vALuABLE RAVER IV TI-tE LEACUE
AS AN DUTFiELOER. HE WON TIE SAME
HONOR AS A FIRST-BASEMAN AND HAS
TWCE LED THE LEAGUE IN BATTING:14E
HAS A LIFETIME AVERAGE cr ALfflosi

-""liTVIE NE* LOOK IN
.. FOOTBALL UNIFORNIS
IS TIC SATIN TROUSER
THAT ENOS WAY ABOVE
THE KNEE.
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B. G. Low_ry left Monday for
Louisville. He will return the
latter part of he week.
Mrs. Evaline Yates and Mrs.
Allene Lowry visited with Mrs.
Edith Yates Saturday.
Mrs. Emma Grissom left by
plane Saturday for Detroit, Mich.
Miss Martha
spent
Friday night with Mr. and Mrs.
R. S. Gossurn ald boys.
Misses Marilyn and Carilvn
Work spent Thursday night with
Miss Sarah Stark.
Mrs. Aline Stark and children

right ticket in bringing down the
ringneelts.
After the pattern tests we honestly believe we have selecterl
the right size shot for our field
work. Now if we do our part in
' pointing the little automatic right
there'll be no excuses if the birds
work on pheasants at fairly clo-te or ducks donliold up and drop.
At least we have hopes of bags:anges. When the pheasants ate ging our share of birds before
flushing wild, No. 6's with the the
curtain drops on the 1948
full choke setting, should be the seasons.

1

visited Mrs. Pearl Linder of Water Valley Sunday evenihg.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates spent
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. B.G.
Lowry and Jimmie Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Vaught.
Mr.'and Mrs. Shorty Bowlin
.were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Olive, Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Raines have
returned from a weeks vacation
in Brandon, Miss.
Mrs. B. G. Lowry and Jimmie
Allen spent Monday night with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Yates.

CHESTNUT GLADE
SCHOOL NEWS
By Shirley Stuart
The Chestnut Glade Independent basketball team, girls and
boys, practice every Saturday
night in the school gym.
The Chestnttb-NGlade eighth
grade basketball teams went to

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-R
Or Call 70

Welsh last Friday night.
Chestnut Glade girls won but the
boys lost.
•
The boys and girls are pla7.,inif
at Brundige on their Fair Day
which is Friday, October 22.
Jetty Chambers had her tonsils removed Monday. She is in
the Fulton Hospital.
Betty Gay Reed is doing nicely.

FULTON PAINT 8,
GLASS CO.
210 Church Street
Phone 909
See our line and check out
prices on:
Plat Glass
Auto -Glass
Windoir Glass
Mirrors
Paint
Venetian Blinds
Aluminum-framed Window
Screens
Wallpaper
Wallpaper Canvas
Decorating and
Cleaning Supplies

Dr. H.W.Connaughton

FULTON PAINT

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin Fulton

AND GLASS CO.

Highway.

FREE DECORATOR
CONSULTANT SERVIGE

I 1Tomwere.the President
of A&P...

What would you do to make
Tour A&P a better place to shop?
Ha‘e you ever said to yourself, "If I were the
President of A&P,I know what I'd do"? I think
there are many A&P customers who would like
the opportunity to express themselves on the
subject of their A&P. I really believe that from
your side of the counter, you know A&P best.
That's why I ask your opinion.
You can help to make your A&P an even
better place to do all your food buying by

sending me your suggestions ... criticisms ...
opinions. For instance, what about our service? Is it as courteous and helpful as you mould
like it to be? Is it prompt and efficient, too?
Do you always find all items plainly and correctly price-tagged—as they should be? What
in your opinion are we doing that we could do
even better? Or mhat are we not doing that
you feel me should do?

I INVITE YOU TO WRITE AND TELL ME
HOW_YOUR A&P MAY SERVE YOU BETTER
We of A&P want to make our stores the finest places of all
in which to shop. That is
why your suggestions, criticisms and opinions will be gratef
ully received and acknowledged. You see there are 100,000 employees of A&P from
coast to coast jealously
guarding the A&P reputation for courteous, honest, and
efficient service. They never
want to fail you in any way, but if they do, I am sure that
they, as well as I, would
appreciate your writing me.

95c and $1.25
PAK.. 1.1,9 TA.

YARDLEY
AFTER SHAVING LOTIOti

John A. Hartford, President
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPAN
t
Graybar Building. New York 17, N. Y.

SOOTHING—REFRESHING
LEAVES THE SKIN
COOL AND COMFORTABLE
TAOISM" PRObliCTS POR AMERICA ARS TREATED
EN INDLAND AND rmsitrn Etc Tits
A A
OSMULMI, COMBINING IMPORTED WO
DOMFMC 'NORM:PINTS

11111.111. COMA&

AMIMMIIIIINIMMIMMMIMMMYMIMMIMESPAIIICIMMIMMAMIIIMPUMI.

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO1VIPANY

•
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DONATIONS TO TRIPLET'S FUND

ee *

ernoon at five o'clock in May- I between Cuba and Melba.
field. .The funeral was held ; Miss Peggy Moody,Aftwenior
Thursday at 2 o'clohk at the and Miss Jane Jones, eighth
Roberts Funeral Hortg with tlie'' grade, will be crowned as the
Ainerican Legion in charge. The basketball queens. Let's all turn
burial was held in the Oak Ridge out and show the ball bpys, the
cemetery. We want to extend our coach and the school we are all
deepest sympathy to his wife, for them.
Mrs. Grace Forester, his brother,
Orin Forester and other relaKentucky Baptist To
tives.

yoit

, .50
20 Mrs. Larry Latham
A Friend
.50 Albertine McBride
B. M. Vanderveld
:35
.10 Loyal Order of Moose
A Friend
250 00
50 (Already acknowledged)
Roy Emerson
2 00
Mrs. C. B. Roach .
.50
D. .King
.50 J.
-(1, M. Hearson
50
.50 Mrs. Ted Gardner
Charles Walker
1.00
T. Beauty Shop
.
K. ar
Bess Morris
4.00 A Friend
.50
FUlton Bank
1 00 Mrs. Ai)thur Matheny
Bro. L. Corlin
.50
1.00 Mrs. Herschel Grogan
Mrs. Loyd Bone
.50
s.on
Chas. Holloway
2
Lovelace
D.
C.
1.00
J. H. Thomas
3.00
.25 Lucille McCoy
Joe Todd
1.00
1.00 Reuel Hemphill
Little Breezy
.25 A Friend
1.00
Leon Barr
1.00 Clarice Shop
W. O. Locke
3.00
1.00
Mrs. J. Kellen
(.50
Jake Cardwell
1.00
James Baines
1.00
.50 Coffee Shop
Juanita Dublin
.25
1.00 L. E. Speed
Fulton Market
ROUTE THREE
5.00
.50 Mrs. R. H. Wade
Paul Hamlet
1.00
.50 A Friend
Earnest Stubblefield
Miss Martha Williams
1.00
.50 Guy Upton, Jr
A Friend
.25
.50
Friend
and Mrs. E. C. Lowry
Elder
A
A Friend
.35 and Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry
1 00 Alvin Thorpe
C. D. Jones
.25 attended the association near
.50. James Hazelwood
J. T. Brundige
1.60 Leon Fields( Kroger Mgr.) 3.00 'Paris, Tenn. over the week end.
Sam Jones
1.00 Paul M. Bennett
Mrs. Grace Forester of De.50
Stanley Jones
1.00 Mrs. Calvin Thomas
.50 troit, Mich., is visiting her brothSohn B. Morgan
. D. T. Wright
.25 er, Orin Forester and family.
(Salesman from Jackson, Tenn.)
.25 Mac Ryan
Richard Lowry is on the eel.1.00
Sam Austin
.50 Pal Johns
]00 1st at the home of his parents,
H. C. Sams
.50 Mr. and Mrs. John Earle
Tlildred 'McKinney .
5-00
.50 Burch Moon
.53
Daisy Carter
2."0 Harold Gardner ........... .
.50
Mrs. Lena Hutchison
1.00 R. H. Trevathan
.30
A Friend
1 00 R. E. Smith
J. F. McMinn
1.00
2.00 Earl Taylor
.50
H. M. Bugg Grocery
1.00 Herbert Grissom
.50
John L. Jones
1.00 A Friend
.44
Martha Ghollon
.25
50 A Friend
Marjorie Whitlock
.25 T. E. Eaker
25
A Friend
50 Pauline Yates
1.00
Mrs. E. E. Williamson
1.00 M. L. Batts.
Maxwell McDade
.521.00
2.00 James C. Cruce
Mrs. Bob White
. 10.00 Edgar Corum
1.00
Irby's Faihion Shop
1 00
.25 Meacham's Market
,A' Friend
50
75 Mrs: Carl Robey
A Friend
1.00 George Pillow
.45
• Mrs. Verna DeMyer
25
•,,) J. H. White
Mrs. R. L. Johnakin
•• •
.
.25
Butone
2'110 Giblert Killebrew
.45
7S Warren Argo
Curtis AlcAl.ster
2.00
.20 Cook and Gourley .‘
A Frierd
1.09
c0 A Friend
S.• S. Parham .
1.00
, 25 Weaks Dept. Store
V. L. Craven'
1.00
.50 Miss Flora Oliver
G. D. Robertson
3.00
Pierce Cequin Lumber
J. H. GambEn
.50
.25 A Friend
S. W. Edwards
1.00
'
50 Marshall Grissom
C. H. Mathis ...•
25 I Guy Webb Machine Shop . 1.00
G. A. Pierce
.50
.2') Hobart Woodruff
L. A. Braswell
.50
.25 Fred Holder
M. M. Matlock
1.00
.25 A Friend
Lucian Browder
5.00
.25 A Friend
E. L. Merryman
1.00
25 A Friend
J. E. Byars
1.00
1 00 Ouida Jewell
B. A. Ross
50
.50 Paul Boaz .
Mrs. Vernon Cole . ....
r,0
.50 Alf Hornbeak
Stallins Groc.
.25
1 OG A Friend
A Friend
1.00
1 00 'Roberts Store
•W. M. Whitnel
:50
.25 James Binkley
W. K. Palmer
1.0'1
.50 Theodore Kramer
J. H. Patterson
.25
.50 Gurley
K. L. Watts
.50 Dukedom
Scottie
.50
.25 N. A. Roberts
Totsy Lewis
.50
.5tI Jesse Hedge
Mrs. Lenzie Breeden
ID. T. Byars
Puckett Bros.
Carl Rhodes
,
Harry McClain
nn
Farmer and -Darnell
A. J. Hays
(Salesman 'McKenzie)
Rex Bethel
1 00
rmerson Garage
Cunningham
13a.DX-at George
1 Oo
Junior House
C. Aldridge
5r.
rlzo Bennett
2.0()
Jackson Bros.
1.00
/ff,
Bonnie Cummings
.18
A Friend

Friday, October 22, 191115

CHLIICH
- Sunda!,

S 1-c Mac Lee Starks is home
on a 43 day leave with his mother. Mrs. Alene Starks and other
relatives. He will report back to
San Francisco in December.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Lowry
spent the week end in' Greenvine, Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry. We
wish him a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Everette
liams and daughter spent the
weekend with her daughter, Mr..
Ural Cupples and husband in
Memphig,.
Mrs. Josephine Foster has returned home after a serious
operation.
The body of Sgt. Cleatus Forrester arrived Wednesday aft-

Make Special Collecticn

Kentucky Baptist churche,: are
having a special offering Sunday, October 24, to help trixelersac their State Mission program.
This year 86 Kentucky Bap1 tist missionaries working tat gely in unchurched areas organize 1
Mr. and Mrs. Cloy- Yates and a number of new churches, helpMr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor spent ed build ten new church houses
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Morgan and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Oria Fores+er
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Wady Harrison and family.
Harold Taylor spent Sunay
with Billy Williams.
Several of this cornmunity at•
tended the funeral of Sgt. Cleatus Forester Thurspay.
The basketball season will open Friday night, October 22, at
Cuba, high school with a game

•
•
.
and led over a hundred yonage
people to become recruits Ilisr
misSion work.
Many new church orgariiicas•tions were formed arid hunctiveisr
of boys and girls werte gives,
Bibe School opportunities: Mawr
of these missionaries traveled
over diffiault foads and hard,
services in remote places.
The speci51 offering will eltf
used to help increase this -20ready extensive State Miss'aso
program of Kentucky Baptists.
The most important thought 1
ever had was that of my incineigual responsibility to God.--11kao•
iel Webster.

LITTLE CLOTHING CO.

THE FIRS'T BIG STEP
TO GET AHEAD
IS GETTING EVENOUT OF THE RED

-14

„
42cs47
Get &need financiaily by
first getting even. Conso!*late bills with a friendly
loan from us.

ntevItate,
. TINANCE CORPORATiTi
Watnut street
Fulton
Phone 12.5? !

Fulton
TOO
Earle Taylor
.50
E. p. Wolev
?',
Rev. J. C. Mattis.
(s:
S. S. Brown
W. L. Dawson
James McDade
1.00
A Friend
114)
A Friend
1.00
Brady Bros.
1 00
Mrs. J. H. Howard
.25
Mrs. Ed Henderson
5.00
Bob White
1.00
L. H. Cruce
1 DO
Lucy Haworth
Mr. Johnson (Hickman hdw) 1.00
2.00
-Mrs. J. G. Milner.
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HYDE PARK

SUITS

mason

A.:I the skill of the indu_stry has been
manufactured into Iltese suits to make
:hem today's best suit values for the
money. You'll like the drape, the patterns, and the way they wear. Single
;..ed double-breasted.

Style Park, Champ Hats
Their ,mart looks and their long-wearing
qualities make them the best values in
town for the money. Buy uith confidence
and uear them v-ith pride.

and
tip
$45

$595 to 51000

Manchester, Marx & Haas
Looking for quality that is a Mee
better . . . vrorkmanship that is a
!ittle more painstaking . . . ? Ask to
see the ne: Fall Manchester or Marx
& Haas suits!

$3750 fo $4750

Curlee and Hyde Park

OUTER COATS
Smartly styled by experienced designers to inthat well-groorned appearance. They are tailored from finest quality outercoat fabries--smart,
OM patterns and materials that insure warmth
without excessive weight.

sure

Sin with the multitude, and
your responsibility and guilt are
as great and as truly personal
as if you alone had done the
wrong.-Tryon Edwards.
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For Nationally Advertised Qualit'y Wear, Come to

114 L.A1F, sT.
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White Shirts
Nunn-Bush Shoes
Smart. distinctive, made by master craftsmen for
a discriminating wearer. Nationally advertiset
and universally acclaimed! Nunn-Bush and Port$7.50 to $16.95
age shoes

Famous Sox

Also strips and fancy patterns
in brands you know and can deWe have the nationally-advertis pend on . . Arrow, Enro, Towne
ed Interwoven, Jerks and Coop- and Tru-Val. Plenty on hand.
ers in short or regular length::. buy as many as you wish.
55e to 75c pair'
$2.50 up

May;
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Univeisity of Kentucky zi.!
thorities reported this week tb..,1
38 students from Fulton couni%
are among the all-time reco:•d
7.863 men and women attendine
the institution this semester.
All 120 Kentucky counties a - represented in the enrollment.
which exceeds =the previou.:
largest number of students l'r.g
istered last fall. The population center counties of Fayette, Jefferson Kenton, Franklin
and
Boyd lead again this year in actual totals.
A geographical breakdown of
the student body lists the followlowing students from this county:
Brantley Amberg, John Hal.rison, David Holland,
Auval
Hurt, Elsie Hurt, Patricia Lawson.
Claire Mabry
Thomas
Prather. Joe Raper. James Fathe,
and William Nipp all of Flickman.
Danny Baird, Jacquelyn Bard.
Harold Hinkley. Cecil Burnette,
William Byrd. James Carter, Jerry Cavender. Betty Davis, Hugh
Eade, Bonnie Garrigas,
Greene. James Holland, John
Locke. William McAlister, Wallace McCollum. Charles Mullins.
Earl)ld Mullins. William Mullins. Harvey Pewitt. James Steele
Joseph Stephens, Russell Trav:s,
Billy Valentine, and James Powers all of Fulton.
Alfred Lowe of Cayce; Robert
Nugent and Eugene Waggoner.
both of Crutchfield.

btv--
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Probation After Death"
is
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon which will be read in all
Christian
churches
Science
throughout the world on Sunday. October 24. 1948.
The Golden Text is: "If anv
man be in Christ, he is a new
creature: old things .are passed
away: bo'iold,
1110(1 are
become new.- (II Cor. 5:17).
Among the citations v..1-ich
comprie.e the Lesson-Sermon is
Ole following frorn the Bible:
"The last enemy that shall be
destroyed is death." (1 Cor
15:26).
All are vcelcome to our services.
The old Latin word for money
-"pecunia." from which we get
"pecuniary"-carne
our word
from "pectts," meaning tattle.

IIM=111111111111111ft
Attention Fanners

Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage _Cabinets
HaLsock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 recorlis). LISTEN TO OUR
PROGRAM EACH DAY 6:30 to 7: P. 81_ Over WNGO for the latest
records.

WE'RE READY
FOR YOU

GUNS, AMMUNITION

Did the cold spell this week ca,,tch
yoU without your new stove ...
did you have.to use last year's wornone one? IF YOU ARE IN THE
MARKET FOR A NEW STOVE
SEE US NOW. We have a nice
range of "sizes for all fuels . . .
uses ... and pocketbooks.

LATHAM

1

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine
1. A Tree in the
7. Hair of Gold,
Meadow
Eyes of Blue
You Call Every8. Maybe You'll
body Darlin
be there.
3. It's Magic
4. 12th Street Rag
9. Buttons and Bows
5. My Happiness
6. Underneath the
10. Bluebird of
Arches
Happiness
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER

•

AND BIBLE UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Etheridge
from Kansas City. Mo... are visiting their sisters, Mrs. Ern Griffin and Mrs. Bell Blackard.
Mrs. • Carrie• Stow remains in
the Baptist Hospital in Weiphis. She had been given seve^r.1
blood transfusions.
Little Kenneth Rogers. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rogers ”,
Latham had a tonsilectomv list
Monday in Jones' Clinic. He has
been seriously ill, but is
;
improved
Next Sunday night is regukr
singing night at Latham. The '
4
Mason Hall Melody Boys will he
there to assist in the program
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Cheatham attended the funeral of his
uncle. Clint Stevens at Melber, •
Ky., last Saturday.
Mr. Homer Ross is a patient in
the Fulton Hospital
Walter Thacker has been dismissed from the Fulton Hosnital. His condition is much improved.
On every Thursday night Bro.
Garnen Brundige will conduct
Bible studv at Bible Union
Church of Christ.

'THE LATEST PHONOGR .PH

519-323 WALNUT ST."' Sititat
orifklM. %lit...* FULTON,KY. •••

STEVENS Model 311, 20gauge double-barrel .... $65.00
SAVAGE Model 220, 12gauge, single barrel .... $32.50
IVER JOHNSON Champion,
16-gauge, full choke. Single
Darrel
$25.00
Model R-5-11 SCOUTMASTER
.22
bolt-action
repeating
rifle
$30.00
Model 514-A Remington single
shot, bolt action .22 rifle $17.50

OPEN AN
ACCOUNT
NOW

Remington and Western Ammunition
12 gauge: 6 and 7 1-2 shot
16 gauge: 6 and 8 shot
20 gauge: 6 shot

COAL HEATERS

410 gauge: 7 1-2 shot
.22 gauge: shorts, longs
long-rifles, hollow-points

OIL HEATERS

"OLD KENTUCKY HOME" brand hot-blast type:
SMALL SIZE

$26.95

MEDIUM SIZE

$31.50

LARGE SIZE

$12 95

2-Burner portable Savoil heaters,

Reg.

$36,95

SPECIAL: $29.95
Portable bathroom-size oil heaters

$12 50

"Frogii" medium size heaters for 4 to 5 rooms $109.95

STEIGLITZ "Warm-Aire" Magazine type:
Large size (100 lbs coal) Reg. 54.95
SPECIAL 549.50
Medium size (75 lbs coal) Reg. S49.50 SPECIALS44.50

MISC. SUPPLIES

"Dixie No-Smoke" (Warm morning magazine type)
Holds 100 lb coal, Reg, 559.95
SPECIAL $54 95
Large Oak Dealers (hot blast type

529.95

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC BLANKETS

Cannon Beaters: medium size

564 50

Nine

Small size

$59 50

Double-bed sizes only

Latuniry heaters, 2-eye, medium

temperatures;

small, $2 95
Medium, $3.25

$11.95

Upright radiant heaters, 1320 watts

$ 8.95

"Cord" radiator-type radiant heaters, Reg. $18.50
SPECIAL: $14.50
Itainmaster portable radiant beaters: 1300 watts:
Reg. $&50; SPECIAL: $7.50

Large, $3.95

7

Stovepipe . . . both 6 and 7-inch diameter
DAMPERS . .

ELBCYWS . . . COLLARS

$11.95
Adjustable elbows
Regulators

Gaud 7-inch diameters

Small and large eoal hods

Short handle metal coal shovels

REMOVED FREE
In sanitary Trucks. Phone 161
collect. Neal Ward Stock Yds.
Fulton, Ky. or. 122 Wingo Ex.

Mayfield Rendering
Company
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.
11.1111.111.111.11r ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

safe:
541.75

Metal stove boards

Arvin Radiant heaters, 1320 watts

Dead Stock

•

guaranteed

$14.511

ELECTRIC HEATERS

"Arvin" portable circulators, with fan

different

15e

rh--77

.-We --;.v'ses
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Mr. and Mrs. James Willing- 1 Mrs. George Hester is spendham and children of Kansas 'City ' ing this week with Mr. and Mrs.
are visiting his mother, Mrs. T.T. Howard Boaz.
Boaz and Mr. Boaz and other ! Little Nancy Dame is visiting
relatives and friends.
her grandparents in Paducah.

Additional
Society
ELIZABETH BELL
AND HARLEY REED
WALTERS ARE WED
Miss Elizabeth Sue Bell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Bell of Fulton, became the brida
of Harley Reed Walters, son of
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Walters of
Cumberland, Ky., Saturday' aqernoon at 2 o'clock at the parsonage of the First Baptist Church,
in the Country Club Court.
The impressive ceremony WE:3

Free Estimates!
Just phone us at 9-0-9 and we
will be glad to come to your
home or office and give you a
free estimate on venetittn
for your .rindows.

Ellow To Relieve

Bronchitis

We offer you a choice of wood,
steel or aluminum slats, and a
variety of colors in tapes to
match your color scheme.

white candles and colorful baby Al T. Owens, Mr. and Mrs.
chrysanthems.
Charles Gregory, Dr. and Mrs.
The prettily appointed card William Sewell, Dr. and Mrs.
tables were arranged where the J. P. Williams, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
guests were seated. Following the Billy Stephenson, Mr. and Mrs.
supper the feature entertainment Glenn Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Herwere songs sung by the guests man Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
accompanied by Mrs. Steve Wil- E. E. Williamson, Mr. and Mrs.
ey at the piano.
Ray Clonts, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
The guest list included Rev. Bouldin, Mrs. Wallace Ashby,
and Mrs. Perry L. Stone, Dr. and Mrs. Wallace Shankle0Mrs. HarMrs. F. D. Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. ry Lee Bushart, Mrs. Norris
Charles Bowers, Mr. and Mrs. Dame, Mrs. Steve Wiley, Mrs.

Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membraries.Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
with the understanding you saust like Burt
urrER
the way it quickly allays the cough
TUESDAY
or you are to have your money back. GIVEN
AT McDADE HOME
The beautiful home of Mr. and
for Coug hs,ChestColds,Bronchitis Mrs, Maxwell McDade was the
scene of a lovely buffet supper
Tuesday evening when Mrs. McDade complimented the members
of her Sunday. school class, their
husbands and wives.
Bouquets of Fall flowers added beauty to the home.
A delectable buffet supper WaS
served from the beautiful appointed dining table centered
, with a crystal epergne --with.

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
210 Church St.

solemnized by the Rev.. James
G. Heisner in the presence of the
bride's parents and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Hogg, a sister of the groom.
The bride wore a grey wo
suit with black accessories ano
corsage of pink roses.
Mrs. Bell wore a black crepe
dress and black accessories and
a corsage of white cardatioas.
Mrs. Hogg wore a dress of grey
plaid wool with black accessories and a corsage of white carnations.
Mr. and Mrs. Walters attervled the Kentucky School for the
Deaf in Danville, Ky., where Mr.
Walters graduated in 1946. He
also attended Maryland State
School for the Deaf, Frederick,
Maryland for more than two
years where he served as calet
sergeant. Mr. Walters is now
employed as linotype operator at
the Fulton Daily Leader.
.
:1g the
Following the wt
couple left for a sh rt wedding
ome tc
trip and are now a
their friends at 810 Walnut
street.

Phone 909

*Ai
for Me

CREOMULSION

FAMOUS II DS
- WC.Cr
SALE 1!

4

$

PLUS A TOTAL OF

00

F

IN CASH AND NIEDuTANDISE

CONTESTS

PARKAY Margarine

Union Made

TALC

stioar, ;MEDIUM

To 3 prize winners in each of these 8 contests, who buy the
products at a Kroger Store and write the name and address of that store on their winning entries, Kroger will
award a year's supply of groceries for a family of foura
31,200.00 in certificates redeemable at any Kroger Store.
The judges of 'these 8 contests will select from the
winners of their respective contests the 3 best "Kroger
entries" as Kroger winners. The decisions of the judges,
based on the rules of their respective contests, will be
final. "Kroger entries" will be those that bear the name
and address of a Kroger Store.

lb. 38c

solid colors,

stripes:

Sanforized

Shrunk;

Broadcloth

to $3.95
HUBBARD

SLACKS

large pkg. 33c

PAL.MOLIVE

"%Md.
V

Win S100 a month for life or $25,000 cash S67,000 in prizes

SUPER SUDS

pkg. 33c

Win one of 24 newl'ailt Fords, 262 other prizes $67,000 prizes

LIPTON TEA

/
1 2 lb. 63c

First prize, $10,000 cash. 355 other prizes S36,117 in prizes

LIFEBUOY

2 cakes 19c

30 New alercurvs, $100,000 in prizeis in the Lever Contest, Spry Lux Soap, Lux Flakes. Rinso, Swan, Lifebuoy,
Silver Dust.

QUAKER OATS

pkg. 17c

Win an exciting trip to Hollywood, a week with R. Rogers

Fruit Cocktail 2 no. 1 can 45c
Stokely

Peaches No. 21,/2 can
Stokely: Sliced or Halves

Pears No. 2'2 can

45c

Stokely, Bartlett Halves

PUFFED WHEAT
2 pkgs 25c
PUFFED RICE
pkg. 15c
tot Schwinn bicycles in Quaker contest, Boy and girl mod. Peas 2 No. 303 can
Get Rules, Entry Blanks and Products for these Contests
at your Kroger Store.
Only Kroger Entries that win prizes in these 8 contests
are eligible for Kroger prizes.

25c

25c

School Day No. 4 Sieve.

Kroger
BEAUTIFUL, BRILLIANT

;r4.

• en

RHINESTONE
JEWELRY
YOUR c
CHOICE.,

_ 33c

( herry

Margarine 1-lb ctn.

FED. TAX,
,
POSTAGE,
HANDLING
INCL.

_ 29c

Eat More

ond dot., end from Hot-Doted
Coffee bag, or coupon from
Kroger Vacuum Coffee

Cheese 2-lb loaf

85c

Wisconsin Windsor Club

5.95

Flannel and Broadcloth; fancy patterns and solid-colors Tom Sawyer
and E & W brands Sizes 8-18 ...

$1.98

a"d

$1.98

SHIRT - JACKETS
All-wool colorful plaids for

KROGER VACUUM lb. 50c

118111.

STAR, BUTTHALF

lb. 63c
lb. 67c

lb. 67c

President Brand

Sliceci Bacon
Swift, Premium, Armour, Star
Swift Premium Smoked

Twisted White

Cranberries cello pkg. 1-1b.

25c

Fine Quality Red Cape Cod.

Oranges 8 lb. mesh bag

49c

Sweet Juicy

Boneless Rolled.

Pork Sausage

Kroger Bread 2 lge. hrs. 27c

FRENCH BRAND lb. 46c

Smoked Hams

ea. 59c

Kroger Chocolate Nut

12 to 16-lb Ave. shank half.

Veal Roast
s Nat, Premium

Devil's Food Cake

lb. 69c
lb. 77e

lb. 65c

Grapefruit 8 lb. mesh bag
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good looks plus real warm-
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Men's Sizes

Big Smith
Regular Length
Jumpers $2.98

Oti!t- in

brightly-colored

plaid

shirt jackets. 34 to 40:

Sizes 36 to 46

oso

8.95

Big Smith Short Length
Jtunpers $2.69

A

SPOTLIGHT
COFFEE
LB. 40c

The
eastei
cerns
• n't be
"Why
stuff
asked

like
We
cam
he c

Sites 36 to 44

SAVE UP TO I7c A POUND ON
F#fNCN
'RANO

Wel
under
poll a

say
ever
to
figu:
com
verb
beer
hist(
wor
and
state
port

To $27.50

$1.98
Preserves 16-oz. jar

Volt

brand;

15.95

Waist sizes 30-50; $2.98

•

r•

"
NeW-Mikr"

AND CAPEHORSEHIDE
SKIN! Full-length rayon satin
lirmag; zip or button front.
Siam; 34 to 4-6: brown or tan

Buy your size in
BIG SMITH's
Look Neat
Be Comforta ble

Big Smith Boy's Overall
Pants, sizes 6 to 18

Pumpkin No.2/
1
2 can

Famous ''Tom Sawyer"
Sizes
to18; brown.

BOYS SPORT SHIRTS
LEATHER COATS

Regardless of your built
overall
there is a BIG
to fit you. Here is an overall
that is truly tailored so that
a comfortable attractive fit
is always yours for the asking. Megi requiring longer
leg lengths need longer bodies
also. BIG SMITHs are therefore made with rise and bib
lengths graduated according
to the length of legs as illustrated by actual photo showing three lengths in same
waist size.t.-

smrrm

2 cakes 19c

MENS WOOL'MACKINAWS, quilted linsd.
plaids or solids: Extra
heavy: formerly 518.93.
NOW REDUCED TO:

98c to 2.98

20 new Fords. $50,000 in prizes, $1000 jackpot final winner

OXYDOL

MeWs sizes, 36 to 46.
priced
at
formerly
$12.98, reduced to:

5.98
7.98
9.95

Pullovers and coat styles. wooLs and
part-v..00ls. Sizes 4-18. 28-36. Formerly to $4.98; NOW REDUCED TO:

5.954.95

First prize, $10,000. 3010 other prizes. $30,000 cash prizes

Boys sizes, formerly
priced.at $9.98, reduced
to

BOY'S SWEATERS
REDUCED ,

Pleated and plain belts;
solid color gabardines and
fancy checks a ra I stripes :n
all-wool and wool-and-rayon.

Stokely
Week

HEAVY ALL-WOOL "FREEZEPROOF" jackets with zip or button
front; leather-trimmed collars, cuffs
and pockets.

BOY'S CORDUROYS

2.95

FULTON, KY.

SMITH
BIB
FITS THEM ALL

MIES IN EIGHT NATIONAL

Whites.

Sizes 14-17

•

JEWELER
ALAIN ST.

-

Let us
busine
cards,
have 4
of typ

and
Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer
children are visiting her parents
in Glasco, Ky.

and madras.

R. M. KIRKLAND

FREE
FOOD
YEAR
.
ONE

E& W
SHIRTS

EF'FPCIENT
PROMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICE

KROGER CUSTOMERS CAN WIN

FOR

Nationally .iduertised

WATCH
REPAIRING

THE GREATEST VALUE
SHOW ON. EART.H!

left
Mrs. Charlotte Smith
Monday night for Cleveland, O..
Ito spend several weeks with her
daughter, Mrs. Jerry Miller and
family.

MCKET SPECIAL

OUTDOORS
(
41-'
16
)..(4"

J. C. Olive, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Beadles, Mr. and Mrs. Chap Taylor, Elizabeth Witty and Dudley
Morris_

49c

Florida Seedless

Potatoes 10 lb bulk Kraft bag 45c
u. S. No. 1 Washed Reds.

2
oberts Store

Big Smith Matched Suits

Shirta and pants; Texaco Green,
C,oco brown, Khaki.
Shirt sizes. 14-17
Pants sizes, 29-44

Each
Garment

$3.98

SWEATERS
All wools, part wools in both coat styles and
pullovers. Fancy patterns or solid colors.
Sizes 34 to 44:

422 LAKE STREET

mw.
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